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Global Investment Performance Standards 
 INVITATION TO COMMENT:  
 
Exposure Draft of the Guidance Statement on Alternative Investment Strategies and 
Structures   
CFA Institute established the GIPS Executive Committee as the governing body for the Global 
Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). The GIPS Executive Committee seeks comment on 
the proposal set forth below regarding the Guidance Statement on Alternative Investment 
Strategies and Structures.  
 
Comments must be submitted in writing and received no later than 15 June 2011. Responses will 
be accepted in hardcopy and via fax, but should also be submitted via e-mail. Please submit your 
comments as early as possible to facilitate the review process. Unless otherwise requested, all 
comments and replies will be made public on the GIPS standards website 
(www.gipsstandards.org). Comments may be submitted as follows:  
 
E-mail: standards@cfainstitute.org  
Fax:  1-434-951-5320  
Post:  CFA Institute  

Global Investment Performance Standards  
Re: Guidance Statement on Alternative Investment Strategies and Structures  
P.O. Box 3668  
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903  

 
Executive Summary  
 
In recent years, the definition of alternative investments has expanded beyond private equity and 
real estate to include such investments as hedge funds, derivative based strategies, and many 
other strategies. Other than private equity and real estate, alternative investments and portfolio 
structures have not been the subject of dedicated guidance within the GIPS standards. The GIPS 
standards provide a general framework that can be applied to many different circumstances and a 
firm managing alternative investments has always been able to comply with the GIPS standards.  
There has been a perception that because the GIPS standards do not include dedicated guidance 
to such investments, that compliance was not possible. The GIPS Executive Committee, in 
collaboration with the Interpretations Subcommittee and the Alternative Investment Strategies 
Working Group, has created the Guidance Statement on Alternative Investment Strategies and 
Structures to provide clarity on how firms managing alternative strategies and portfolio 
structures can apply the GIPS standards.  
 
This Guidance Statement applies to alternative investment strategies and structures that a firm 
may not typically consider to be an alternative strategy or portfolio structure.  All firms claiming 
compliance with the GIPS standards must consider this Guidance Statement as well as all of the 
provisions, guidance, and interpretation of the GIPS standards.      
 
There are questions & answers (Q&A’s) at the end of the document which are included for 
consideration to provide guidance on specific situations when applying the GIPS standards.  
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Effective Date  
 
The expected effective date of the Guidance Statement on Alternative Investment Strategies and 
Structures is 1 January 2012.  
 
Comments Requested  
 
The GIPS Executive Committee is seeking comments on the Guidance Statement on Alternative 
Investment Strategies and Structures. There are questions positioned throughout the document, 
including in the Q&A Section, to elicit feedback on specific issues. In addition to responding to 
the specific questions, please provide feedback on the entire document, including items you 
support. All comment letters will be considered carefully and are greatly appreciated.   
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Guidance Statement on Alternative Investment Strategies and Structures 
 
 

1. Introduction and Scope 
 
Alternative investments have become increasingly popular in recent years. While there is no 
uniform definition of the term “alternative investments”, for many investors, alternative 
investments have previously been illiquid investments including private equity, private real 
estate, and/or other private investments focusing on real assets, commodities, etc. The GIPS 
standards already include provisions and guidance for private equity and real estate investments, 
which has become part of the GIPS standards. 
 
More recently, the definition of alternative investments has expanded beyond private equity and 
real estate to include such investments as hedge funds and derivatives-based strategies.  These 
strategies may include illiquid, partially liquid, or fully marketable investments.  Other than 
private equity and real estate, alternative investments and the portfolio structures typically used 
to manage the strategies, (e.g., hedge funds, master feeder structures) have not previously been 
the subject of dedicated guidance within the GIPS standards. While a firm that manages 
alternative investments has always been able to comply with the GIPS standards, there has been 
a perception that because the GIPS standards do not include guidance dedicated to such 
investments, that compliance was not possible. The following guidance has been developed to 
address compliance with the GIPS standards for hedge funds and other alternative investment 
strategies, as well as portfolio structures typically used for those strategies and other non-
traditional structures.  

 
The main body of this document addresses key areas of interest and uncertainty that have been 
identified by the industry, while a number of Q&As provide further guidance addressing specific 
situations and examples.    
 
It is important to note that this Guidance Statement applies to alternative investment strategies 
and structures that a firm may not typically consider to be an alternative investment strategy or 
structure.  Firms claiming compliance with the GIPS standards must consider this Guidance 
Statement as well as all of the provisions, guidance, and interpretation of the GIPS standards 
when claiming compliance with the GIPS standards. 
   
1.2. Scope 
 
The purpose of the Guidance Statement on Alternative Investment Strategies and Structures is to 
provide clarity on how firms managing alternative strategies and structures can comply with the 
GIPS standards. While it is impossible to develop guidance that covers every situation, the GIPS 
standards provide a general framework that can be applied to many different circumstances. It is 
important to remember the underlying principles of the GIPS standards: fair representation and 
full disclosure. 
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It is impractical to include a definitive list of every specific asset class, product, or strategy that 
may be described as “alternative”.  Investment types and portfolio structures that are within the 
scope of this guidance include, but are not limited, to the following: 
 

 Hedge funds and hedge fund like strategies 

 Funds of funds, where the underlying funds are invested in either traditional or alternative 
strategies 

 Structured products  requiring ongoing management of the underlying investments where 
there are identifiable elements of asset management embedded in the overall product  

 Investment strategies that materially alter the potential return characteristics of the portfolio 
using derivative instruments (e.g., currency and interest overlay strategies) 

 Investment techniques such as portable alpha, liability driven investment (LDI), and long-
short strategies  

 Non-index related commodities and their derivatives 

 Strategies that invest in non-traditional assets  
 

While Private Equity and Real Estate have their own sections and related guidance that must be 
considered when claiming compliance with the GIPS standards, it is important for firms that 
manage Private Equity and Real Estate to also consider this Guidance Statement for additional 
guidance that may not already be covered in the Private Equity and Real Estate sections and 
related guidance. 

 
2. Areas of Concern with Applying the GIPS Standards to Alternative Investments 
 
The following guidance elaborates on the main areas of concern with application of the GIPS 
standards to alternative investment strategies and structures. Further guidance addressing specific 
examples is provided in the Q&A section of this Guidance Statement. 
 
2.1. Fundamentals of Compliance 
 
2.1.1. Applicability of the GIPS Standards to Alternative Investment Strategies  
 
The GIPS standards can be applied to managed portfolios of all asset classes, including 
alternative investment strategies. Due to the variety of alternative investment strategies, it is not 
possible to explicitly mention all of them; therefore, if nothing is stated regarding any non-
applicability of the GIPS standards to a particular asset class or portfolio type, the GIPS 
standards are deemed to be applicable. 
 
Compliance with the GIPS standards is not claimed for individual asset classes or composites, 
but rather is claimed at the firm level. If a firm manages alternative investments, nothing 
precludes the firm from claiming compliance with the GIPS standards for those investments. 
Acknowledging that many alternative investment strategies are complex and may need more 
explanation than traditional asset classes, firms should evaluate the potential need for increased 
disclosure in such situations where clarity is needed. If an investment firm applies the GIPS 
standards in a situation that is not addressed specifically by the GIPS standards or is open to 
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interpretation, disclosures other than those required by the GIPS standards may be necessary. 
Firms must always consider the overarching principles of fair representation and full disclosure 
when applying the GIPS standards. 
 
2.1.2. Definition of the Firm 
 
The definition of the firm for compliance with the GIPS standards delineates the universe of 
portfolios that must be included in total firm assets. Fundamental to the GIPS standards is the 
premise that all of the firm’s actual, fee-paying discretionary portfolios must be included in at 
least one composite. 
 
In many situations, alternative investment portfolios may involve complex legal relationships 
and multi-layered portfolio structures. As a result, in some situations it may be difficult to assess 
whether a particular portfolio should be included in the definition of the firm. In assessing such 
situations, firms must bear in mind that a “substance over form” principle should always be 
applied, and it would be inappropriate and against the ethical spirit of the GIPS standards to 
make use of formal legal structures to avoid inclusion of certain portfolios or assets in the 
definition of the firm. 
 
2.1.3. Marketing New Alternative Investment Strategies 
 
The GIPS standards state that firms must make every reasonable effort to provide a compliant 
presentation to all prospective clients.  If the firm does not have an appropriate composite to 
present to a prospective client, the firm must disclose that it does not currently manage the 
specific style or strategy.  The firm must be able to clearly demonstrate the strategies and 
investment products it currently manages and must provide a list of composite descriptions of all 
firm composites upon request by a prospective client.  The firm is not prohibited from providing 
any information a prospective client specifically requests.   
  
Firms may wish to present simulated, model, or back-tested “hypothetical” performance results 
due to lack of an actual historical track record. Simulated, model, or back-tested hypothetical 
results can be presented as Supplemental Information to a compliant presentation.  Firms must 
not link performance of simulated or model portfolios with actual performance.  Additionally, 
firms must not present performance or performance-related information that is false or 
misleading. 
 
2.2. Input Data 
 
The consistency of input data is critical to compliance with the GIPS standards and establishes 
the foundation for fair representation and comparability of investment performance 
presentations. 
 
2.2.1. Valuations When Investments Are Not Fully Liquid 
 
Some alternative investments are fully liquid and have objective, observable, unadjusted quoted 
market prices.  For those investments, that price must be used when valuing portfolios; however, 
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there are alternative investments which may be partially or completely illiquid for which no 
readily available market price exists.  
 
The GIPS standards state that for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2011, portfolios must 
be valued in accordance with the definition of fair value and the GIPS Valuation Principles in 
Chapter II.  All investments, regardless of their liquidity, must have valuations that adhere to the 
definition of fair value.  The GIPS valuation principles provide a recommended valuation 
hierarchy that incorporates various degrees of liquidity.  For periods beginning on or after 1 
January 2011, firms must disclose if the composite’s valuation hierarchy materially differs from 
the recommended hierarchy in the GIPS Valuation Principles in Chapter II of the GIPS 
standards.  Additional guidance on valuation is explained further in the GIPS Valuation 
Principles.   
 
2.2.2. Frequency of Valuation of Portfolios 
 
The GIPS standards require that for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2001, portfolios 
must be valued at least monthly.  The GIPS standards also require that for periods beginning on 
or after 1 January 2010, firms value portfolios on the date of all large cash flows.  
 
However, for some alternative investments it may not be possible to obtain valuations monthly 
and/or at the time of large cash flows due to their illiquidity or because the pricing source does 
not provide the valuations on a monthly or more frequent basis.  
 
If the pricing source does not provide monthly or more frequent valuations, firms must create a 
valuation policy which addresses how to determine fair values with the frequency required by the 
GIPS standards.  This may require creating monthly or more frequent internal valuation 
processes. Firms should establish a proper internal segregation of duties with respect to 
valuations to ensure that the valuation is carried out by a unit functionally separate from the 
portfolio management division.  
 
Firms managing alternative investment strategies may utilize subjective, unobservable inputs 
(e.g., a model) to create valuations when there are no prices that are readily available or 
appropriate.  Beginning on or after 1 January 2011, firms must disclose the use of subjective 
unobservable inputs for valuing portfolio investments if the portfolio investments that are valued 
using subjective unobservable inputs are material to the composite. Keeping with the underlying 
principles of fair representation and full disclosure, firms should disclose if pricing has been 
performed internally and not by an external third party. Firms must comply with the GIPS 
Valuation Principles in Chapter II of the GIPS standards. 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do you agree with the proposed requirements related to the frequency of portfolio valuations?  
Why or why not? 
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2.2.3. Estimated Versus Final Values 
 
For some alternative investments, such as funds-of-hedge-funds, the fund administrators provide 
estimated values within a reasonable time-period after period end, while the final valuations are 
provided with a significant time lag (e.g., 3 months after the period end).  
 
This issue frequently exists for funds-of-funds or portfolios invested in third-party hedge funds 
or other alternative investment strategy assets, where the final valuations of the underlying funds 
or assets are not available on a timely basis and the administrators and/or custodians have to 
work with estimated values of the underlying funds to determine the total fund and/or portfolio 
value. 
 
In such situations, it may be necessary to distinguish between a pooled fund as a collective 
investment vehicle and a managed portfolio of an individual client. In the case of a pooled fund, 
estimated values are frequently used to determine the official fund NAV, at which investors can 
buy or sell the fund units. In this case, the estimated NAVs become effective tradable market 
prices, at which funds are purchased and/or sold and therefore satisfy the requirements regarding 
valuation. 
 
In the case of a managed portfolio investing in funds, if estimates are used, the valuation of the 
underlying funds may not necessarily properly reflect the value of the portfolio, unless the 
estimated value of each underlying fund is effectively its tradable price. Therefore, firms must 
assess to what extent the estimated values or the final values should be used for GIPS 
compliance purposes and how it will fit within the composite-specific valuation policies and 
procedures. Two possible scenarios include, but are not limited to: 
 

a) The firm does not publish compliant presentations until the final valuations have been 
received and used in the creation of the compliant presentation. As a result, the compliant 
presentations may only become available to prospective clients with a significant time 
lag. 

 
b) The firm uses estimated values of the underlying funds to determine fair value and the 

valuation of the portfolio to produce the compliant presentation on a timely basis. If using 
estimated values, the firm should obtain an understanding of the process of determining 
estimated values by the fund administrators and determine whether reliance can be placed 
on this process.   After the final values have been delivered, the firm must assess the 
differences between the estimated and final values and the impact on composite assets, 
total firm assets, and performance. If the final values and resulting performance are 
materially different, firms must determine whether the compliant presentation for that 
composite must be adjusted on a prospective basis and whether any additional disclosure 
of this adjustment may be required. Firms must also consider if the compliant 
presentation should be revised retroactively according to the composite-specific valuation 
policies and procedures. If composite valuations are revised retroactively, firms must 
consider the Guidance Statement on Error Correction and the firm’s error correction 
policies.   
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It is important to remember the underlying principles of the GIPS standards: fair representation 
and full disclosure. If using estimated values to determine fair value, firms must disclosing this 
fact in compliant presentations to provide enough information for a prospective client to interpret 
the performance record.  The GIPS standards state that firms must not present performance or 
performance-related information that is false or misleading.  Firms must create a composite 
specific valuation policy that is followed consistently and made available upon request.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3. Calculation Methodology 
 
2.3.1. Return calculation and treatment of fees 
 
Return Calculation 
 
Achieving comparability among firms’ performance presentations requires uniformity in 
methods used to calculate returns.  The GIPS standards mandate the use of certain calculation 
methodologies for both portfolios and composites.  The Guidance Statement on Calculation 
Methodology and the related Q&As assist in calculating returns in accordance with the GIPS 
standards. The “Leverage/Derivatives” section of the GIPS Q&A database focuses on the 
calculation of returns for portfolios that utilize leverage and/or derivatives.   
 
Investment Management Fees 
 
The Guidance Statement on Fees addresses the treatment of fees and expenses, which is equally 
applicable for alternative investment portfolios and composites. In addition to a fixed asset-based 
investment management fee, some alternative investment portfolios may utilize variable 
performance-based fees. The GIPS standards define investment management fees to include both 
asset-based and performance-based fees.  If a firm presents net-of-fees returns, the net-of-fees 
return must be calculated by reducing the gross-of-fees return by all investment management 
fees, including performance-based fees.  The GIPS standards recommend that firms accrue 
investment management fees. Composite returns may be presented either on a gross-of-fees or 
net-of-fees basis and must be clearly identified as gross-of-fees or net-of-fees.  
 
If presenting gross-of-fees returns for a fund-of-funds composite strategy, firms must present the 
gross-of-fees returns net of all of the underlying funds’ fees and expenses.  If presenting net-of-
fees returns for a fund-of-funds composite strategy, firms must present the composite net of both 
the overall fund-of-funds investment management fee and the all of the underlying funds’ fees 
and expenses.   
 
 
 

Do you agree with the proposed treatment of estimated versus final values?  Do you 
support different guidance for pooled funds and managed portfolios? Do you agree with 
requiring the disclosure of the use of estimated values?  Why or why not? 
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Master-feeder Structures - Fees 
 
If a firm manages a fund-of-funds with a master-feeder structure, and the firm manages both the 
master fund and the feeder fund, where investment management fees are not charged in the 
master fund but are charged at the feeder level, the return of the master fund would be considered 
a gross-of-fees return. If presentation of the net-of-fees returns is desired and a firm uses the 
master fund return in the composite, the gross-of-fees return of the master fund will require an 
adjustment. The firm may identify the relevant investment management fees charged in the 
feeder funds and use these fees to reduce the return of the master fund to arrive at the net-of-fees 
return.  Alternatively, when calculating net-of-fees composite returns, a firm may calculate 
gross-of-fees composite returns and deduct a model fee which must be the highest investment 
management fee incurred by portfolios (either at the master fund level or at the feeder level, 
wherever the investment management fees are charged) in the composite.     
 
If a firm manages a fund-of-funds with a master-feeder structure, and the firm manages both the 
master fund and the feeder fund, where investment management fees are not charged in the 
feeder funds but at the master fund level, the returns of the feeder funds would be considered 
gross-of-fees returns. If presentation of the net-of-fees returns is desired and a firm uses the 
feeder funds’ performance in the composite, the gross-of-fees returns of the feeder funds will 
require an adjustment. The firm may identify the relevant investment management fees charged 
in the master fund and use these fees to reduce the gross-of-fees returns of the feeder funds to 
arrive at the net-of-fees return.  Alternatively, when calculating composite returns, a firm may 
calculate gross-of-fees composite returns and deduct a model fee which must be the highest 
investment management fee incurred by portfolios (either at the master fund level or at the feeder 
fund level, wherever the investment management fees are charged) in the composite.  
 
Sometimes a fee charged at the feeder fund level may lead to a cash outflow at the master fund 
level, or vice versa. Firms may consider the corresponding cash flow as an external cash flow for 
the calculation of the return at either the master level or the feeder level.  Firms must take care to 
ensure that any external cash flow between a master fund and a feeder fund is properly treated 
for the calculation of gross-of-fees and net-of-fees returns.     
 
Firms are reminded that the GIPS standards state that beginning on or after 1 January 2011, 
when presenting net-of-fees returns, firms must disclose if any other fees are deducted in 
addition to the investment management fees and trading expenses; if model or actual investment 
management fees are used; and if returns are net of any performance-based fees.  
  
 
 
 
 
2.4. Composite Construction 
 
The creation of meaningful composites is critical to the fair presentation, consistency and 
comparability of performance over time and among firms. 
 

Do you agree with the proposed treatment of gross-of-fees returns and net-of-fees 
returns for master-feeder structures?  Why or why not? 
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2.4.1. Unique Alternative Investment Strategies 
 
Many alternative investment vehicles and hedge funds follow a unique investment strategy and 
are not necessarily comparable between each other or with other managed portfolios.  The 
Guidance Statement on Composite Definition states that firms are not permitted to include 
portfolios with different investment mandates, strategies, or objectives in the same composite. In 
the case where there are many portfolios with unique, defining investment characteristics, it may 
be necessary for the firm to create numerous single-portfolio composites. 
 
In this respect, the firm should assess: (1) whether the managed alternative investment vehicles 
could be included in any of the existing composites, (2) if they can be grouped into new 
composites, or (3) if separate single portfolio (e.g., fund) composites should be created. The 
latter may be the most straight-forward solution for  alternative vehicles employing a unique 
investment strategy.  
 
When composites that include several alternative investment funds or portfolios are to be 
created, these funds/portfolios must possess similar investment strategies. For example, among 
other criteria, the following parameters may be applied for composite construction when dealing 
with alternative investment strategies: 
 

a) Investment mandate, objective, or strategy of the fund/portfolio: The composites can be 
single style oriented (e.g., long/short equity, event driven, global macro, managed futures, 
relative value) or represent mix of styles or multiple asset classes. 

 
b) Degree of diversification: This may specifically apply to the concentration of the strategy 

employed or in the case of a fund-of-funds, may relate to the underlying funds.  The 
number of underlying funds in the fund-of-funds may also affect the ability of the 
investment manager to diversify and therefore affect composite construction. 

 
c) Leverage: Hedge funds and alternative investment strategies frequently extensively use 

derivatives and leverage so the level of leverage of the fund itself or of the underlying 
funds (in the case of a fund-of-funds) can be a relevant criterion for defining composites. 

 
d) Risk objectives:  Portfolios may be managed targeting various risks, both quantitative and 

qualitative.  Risk may be a critical determinant for creating composites and 
differentiating among strategies. 

 
2.4.2. Master-feeder Structures – Composite Construction 

 
Firms managing alternative investment strategies and structures may manage funds-of-hedge-
funds that have a multi-level master-feeder structure, where funds may be invested in each other.  
In this case, the firm must determine which level of the master-feeder structure is relevant for 
composite inclusion. 
 
A feeder fund may conduct virtually all of its investing through the master fund but may be the 
level at which investors effectively invest into the investment structure. 
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Firms should consider the following aspects when dealing with this question: 
 The level of the investment structure that is effectively subject to investment management 

decisions; and 
 The level of the investment structure in which prospective clients can effectively invest.  

 
In most cases, the level at which prospective clients can effectively invest would be included in a 
composite and not intermediary levels within the investment structure. However, in the case of a 
master-feeder structure, it may instead be appropriate to include the master fund in the 
composite, as opposed to including the individual feeder funds.  Firms must decide how they will 
treat each composite, document policies and procedures, and apply them consistently. 
 
Firms may disclose which types of portfolios/funds are included in the composite, (e.g., pooled 
vehicles, individual accounts, master funds, feeder funds).  
 
In the case of master-feeder or similar structures, firms must also assess and eliminate the 
double-counting of assets.  The GIPS standards do not permit double-counting when calculating 
composite assets and total firm assets. In the case of master-feeder structures with “cross 
investments”, elimination of double-counting of assets at the composite level and firm assets 
level is required. 
 
2.4.3 Segregated investments (“side pockets”) 
 
A “side pocket” (also known as a segregated investment or parallel fund vehicle) is a type of 
account used mainly in pooled funds such as hedge funds, funds-of-funds, and other alternative 
investment strategies funds to separate illiquid assets from other more liquid investments, or to 
segregate investments held for a special purpose from other investments.  
 
Typically, once an investment enters a side pocket account, only the investors in the pooled fund 
at the time the side pocket was created are entitled to a share of the side pocket’s returns. Future 
investors may not receive a share of the proceeds in the event the side pocket’s assets are sold 
and returns are realized. Investors entitled to participate in the returns of the side pocket who 
leave the pooled fund may be required to keep their share in the side pocket and only receive 
proceeds after the side pocket is liquidated. Illiquid assets (e.g., shares of a delisted company, 
distressed assets, underlying funds with a redemption suspension) may receive this type of 
treatment because illiquid assets in a standard hedge fund may cause a liquidity problem and 
investment strategy distortion for the whole pooled fund when investors liquidate their positions.  
 
For pooled funds that create a side pocket for investment purposes and are created at the 
discretion of the firm, that side pocket performance must be included in the performance of the 
entire pooled fund if the side pocket includes assets managed by the firm on a discretionary 
basis. In such a case, the performance that must be included in the composite is the performance 
generated by the pooled fund, not the individual shareholders. The fact that future investors will 
not be participating in the performance of the side pocket is not a valid argument to exclude the 
side pocket from the pooled fund performance. In many situations pooled funds may be closed or 
no longer available for future investors, but side-pocket performance still must be included in the 
historical track record of the pooled fund and related composite.  
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If the side pocket is created to hold assets that are no longer discretionary, the value of non-
discretionary assets and any change in value of these assets until the assets are moved into the 
side pocket must be reflected in pooled fund’s performance.  Firms must not claim that illiquid 
securities are non-discretionary in order to exclude the performance of the illiquid securities 
from the portfolio or the composite.  
 
If previously discretionary investments in the side pocket are no longer discretionary, firms must 
apply their definition of discretion to determine if the investments or the entire side pocket are 
still eligible for inclusion in the appropriate pooled fund and related composite. If it is 
determined that the firm does not continue to have discretion over the investments or the entire 
side pocket, the firm must not continue to include the investments or the entire side pocket in the 
performance of the pooled fund and related composite. If it is determined that the firm continues 
to have discretion over the investments, the firm must continue to include the investments and 
side pocket in the performance of the pooled fund and related composite. 
 
A side pocket created at the express direction of a client may be considered non-discretionary 
and excluded from the performance of the composite, as if it were an unmanaged asset.   
 
Firms must disclose in the compliant presentation if a portfolio (e.g., fund) in the composite 
creates a side pocket.  
A firm may disaggregate the pooled fund return and present the performance of the side-pocket, 
as well as the performance of the pooled fund excluding the side pocket, as supplemental 
information.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.5. Disclosure and Presentation 
 
To comply with the GIPS standards, firms must disclose and present certain information about 
their composites and firm in their compliant presentations. Due to the complexity of many 
alternative investment strategies and structures, firms should carefully consider if certain events 
(e.g., market related events or events related to a composite or the firm) are significant.  Firms 
must disclose all significant events that would help a prospective client interpret the compliant 
presentation.  
 
2.5.1. Disclosure of alternative investments strategies in compliant presentations 
 
Strategies that utilize derivative instruments, leverage, and/or short positions are often complex, 
tend to behave differently than traditional strategies, and generally have different risks associated 
with them. As a result, managers investing in strategies that employ leverage and/or derivatives 

Do you agree with the proposed treatment of side pockets? Why or why not? 
 
Should a firm be required to disclose the creation of a side pocket in all instances? Or, 
only when a side pocket is created to hold non-discretionary assets that are no longer 
reflected in composite performance?  What should be required to be disclosed? 
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must disclose the presence, use, and extent of leverage, derivatives, and/or short positions, if 
material, including a description of the frequency of use and characteristics of the instruments 
sufficient to identify risks. 
 
The GIPS standards also require that firms disclose the composite description. The composite 
description is defined as general information regarding the investment mandate, objective, or 
strategy of the composite. The composite description may be more abbreviated than the 
composite definition but must include all key features of the composite and must include enough 
information to allow a prospective client to understand the key characteristics of the composite’s 
investment mandate, objective, and/or strategy. A composite’s definition, which is not a required 
disclosure, must include detailed criteria that determine the assignment of portfolios to 
composites and must be made available upon request. 
 
In the case of firms employing complex investment strategies, the composite description should 
be more detailed to enable investors to understand the strategy and it may be advisable to 
disclose the associated risks of the composite as well as the full composite definition.   For 
example, firms may consider disclosing in the compliant presentation if the investment manager 
has discretion to cross trade positions internally between products and/or enter into agreements 
to swap the performance of underlying positions amongst internal products or with third parties.   
 
A sample composite description for a hedge fund following a long-short equity strategy follows: 
 
“The objective of XYZ Composite is to achieve upside performance comparable to the long-term 
returns of a diversified global equity portfolio, but for significantly lower levels of risk. The 
manager takes long and short positions in undervalued and overvalued equities, respectively. The 
strategy involves adopting variable net long or short exposure and can be focused on different 
regions, sectors and market capitalization segments. The maximum leverage limit is 30%. 
Derivative contracts (currency forwards) are used to systematically hedge the currency risk.”  
 
Appendix C: Sample List of Composite Descriptions of the GIPS standards includes additional 
samples of appropriate composite descriptions for more complex investment strategies.   
 
2.5.2. Illiquid Investments 
 
If illiquid securities are a significant part of the composite strategy or if there is a strategic intent 
to invest in illiquid investments, firms must consider whether it is appropriate to disclose this in 
the composite description.  
 
In addition, if a portfolio contains investments that suddenly become illiquid, they must be 
valued at fair value with the resulting losses reflected in performance. Firms must not claim that 
illiquid investments are non-discretionary just because of their illiquidity in order to exclude 
them from the portfolio or the composite. If an illiquid investment ceases to be managed in a 
discretionary manner (e.g., due to a change in the client agreement), its performance impact must 
be reflected in the composite performance until the date of such a change.  
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Additionally, firms must determine whether this situation rises to the level of a significant event. 
Firms must disclose all significant events that would help a prospective client interpret the 
compliant presentation. 
 
 
 
 
2.5.3. Benchmarks 
 
The GIPS standards require benchmark returns to be presented in compliant presentations; 
however, the lack of proper benchmarks for alternative investment strategies is well known. 
Firms apply various solutions when selecting a benchmark for alternative investment strategies 
composites.  Some use traditional market indices, while others may present a peer group index, 
an absolute return target, and/or pension plan liability targets.  Firms are required to disclose the 
benchmark description. 
 
Often hedge funds will use a hedge fund peer group benchmark.  Common problems of hedge 
fund peer group benchmarks are: 

 Self-reporting bias (only some hedge funds choose to report performance data) 
 Frequency of reporting (not all hedge funds deliver performance on a timely basis) 
 Investability (some hedge funds within a benchmark are closed to new investors) 
 Survivorship bias (closed unsuccessful funds may not be included) 
 Categorization (not always fully transparent which style a hedge fund follows). 

 
Firms must determine which benchmark(s) are most appropriate for their composites. When 
determining which benchmarks to present in compliant presentations, firms should be guided by 
the ethical spirit of the GIPS standards. In the case where the firm determines that no appropriate 
benchmark for the composite exists, the GIPS standards state that the firm must disclose why no 
benchmark is presented.  Firms may utilize custom benchmarks for alternative investment 
strategy composites.  If a custom benchmark or combination of multiple benchmarks is used, the 
firm must disclose the benchmark components, weights, and rebalancing process.  
 
2.5.4. Risk Measures 
 
For periods ending on or after 1 January 2011, a firm must present, as of each annual period end, 
the three-year annualized ex-post standard deviation (using monthly returns) of the composite 
and the benchmark.  If a firm determines that the three-year annualized ex-post standard 
deviation is not relevant or appropriate for the composite, the firm must also present an 
additional three-year ex-post risk measure for the composite and the benchmark.   A manager of 
alternative investment strategies should also consider whether additional risk measures beyond 
those required by the GIPS standards should be presented. The choice of which risk measures to 
include in a compliant presentation for alternative investment strategies should take into account 
the investment strategy of the composite and investment instruments employed. Firms must also 
consider any provisions and interpretive guidance related to risk.  Firms must remember the 
overarching principles of fair representation and full disclosure when presenting compliant 
presentations to prospective clients.  If firms believe that the presentation of additional risk 

Do you agree with the proposed treatment of illiquid investments?  Why or why not? 
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measures would help a prospective client understand the compliant presentation, firms should 
add those measures to the compliant presentation.  
 
For example, in the case of alternative investment strategies, especially those generating a non-
traditional or non-linear return-risk profile, it would be beneficial for prospective clients if firms 
present the appropriate risk measures in addition to those already required by the GIPS 
standards. Disclosing proper risk measures is crucial for demonstrating the altered risk/return 
profile of a leveraged or non-linear payoff portfolio when compared with a traditional strategy. 
Useful risk measures and information for leveraged strategies may include the effective delta-
adjusted exposure, value-at-risk, downside volatility, the percentage of composite assets that are 
not traded on a stock exchange or equivalent, and the percentage of composite assets invested in 
short positions. 
 
3. Effective Date 
 
Firms are required to apply this guidance beginning 1 January 2012. Firms are encouraged, but 
not required, to apply this guidance prior to the Effective Date. 
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4. Questions &Answers 
 
The following Q&As provide additional guidance to specific situations when applying the GIPS 
standards. 
 
4.1. Fundamentals of Compliance 
 
4.1.1. Question: We market a number of structured products, such as index trackers, CPPI 
(Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance), leveraged mini-futures, and reverse convertible 
products. Should these strategies be included in total firm assets? 
 
Answer: It is not possible to definitively state which structured products must be included in total 
firm assets.  Each strategy within a firm must be evaluated to determine whether or not it is a 
managed strategy.  If holding the asset does not involve any investment management activity and 
does not exhibit the features of a managed investment portfolio, it must not be included in total 
firm assets or any composite. 
 
However, some structured products may be considered a managed investment product, (e.g., 
those products where the underlying is represented by a variable actively or passively managed 
collection of investments) and it may be necessary to include them in the definition of the firm 
and in an appropriate composite. 
 
4.1.2. Question: Some of our hedge funds are domiciled in off-shore locations; however a local 
legal entity formally acts as a fund manager to fulfill the local regulations. Our firm formally 
acts as investment advisor to this local entity, which is theoretically free to follow our advice or 
not. However, de facto all of our investment advice is implemented so our firm effectively makes 
all investment decisions with respect to those funds. Are we allowed to include these funds in the 
definition of the firm and the relevant portfolio universe? 
 
Answer: Yes. The definition of the firm delineates the universe of “all” portfolios that must be 
included in total firm assets. Fundamental to the GIPS standards is the premise that all of the 
firm’s actual, fee-paying discretionary portfolios must be included in at least one composite. 
 
In the case of hedge funds registered off-shore, the investment management function may be 
formally assigned to a third-party entity that is not actually performing the portfolio management 
function, and the firm may be named as having an advisory-only role. In assessing such 
situations, a “substance over form” principle should be applied and a great degree of judgment is 
required to assess whether a fund is effectively managed or only advised by the firm with another 
entity making the final investment decisions. In the above example, if the firm can demonstrate 
that it effectively exercises discretionary investment management and can provide documented 
evidence that all investment advice has been implemented accordingly, it must include the funds 
concerned in the definition of the firm. 
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In addition, it would be inappropriate and against the ethical spirit of the GIPS standards to make 
use of formal advisor-manager structures to avoid inclusion of certain funds or portfolios in the 
firm. 
 
4.1.3. Question: Our fund-of-hedge-funds (Fund A) is invested in underlying funds (Fund B and 
Fund C) which are also part of the firm for purposes of compliance with the GIPS standards. In 
addition, the fund-of-hedge-funds and Fund C are invested in the same strategy and should 
belong to the same composite. How should we handle such cases for the purpose of calculating 
total firm assets and composite assets? 
 
Answer: The GIPS standards do not permit double-counting for the purpose of presenting total 
firm and/or composite assets. If double-counting is not eliminated, this will “inflate” the 
composite assets and total firm assets and result in a misstated compliant presentation.  
 
In the case of master-feeder structures with cross-fund investments, elimination of double-
counting of assets at the composite level and firm assets level is required. 
 
For example: 

 The GIPS firm includes three funds: A (€ 400 m), B (€ 300m) and C (€ 200 m). 
 Fund A is invested in Fund B with € 200 m and in Fund C with €100 m. 
 Fund A and Fund C are included in the same composite X. 

 
Total firm assets will be calculated as €400m + € 300m + €200m  €200m  €100m = €600m. 
 
The composite assets for composite X will be calculated as €400m + €200m  €100m = €500m. 
 
4.2. Performance measurement 
 
4.2.1. Question: Can unleveraged performance for funds and portfolios that are leveraged with 
derivatives be included in composites? 
 

Answer: If the firm exercises investment discretion with respect to the use of leverage, the 
“unleveraged” performance must not be included in a composite. Unleveraged performance is 
only permitted to be presented as supplemental information in accordance with the Guidance 
Statement on Supplemental Information. A firm may calculate the performance of derivatives on 
an “unleveraged” basis by using their delta-adjusted exposure. For example, the exposure of an 
option can be calculated by multiplying the market value of the underlying instrument by the 
option delta. Using the exposures instead of the effective portfolio capital in the denominator 
would “deleverage” the performance. The following example illustrates this for a portfolio 
containing three call options. 
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Instrument 

Beginning-
of-day 

Value 

End-of-
day 

Value 

Beginning-
of-day 

Underlying 
Value 

 

 

Delta Exposure 

Performance 

Leveraged Unleveraged 

Call Option A 100 110 1,000 0.9 1,0000.9=900 (110-100)/100=10% (110-100)/900=1.11% 

Call Option B 200 210 5,000 0.8 5,0000.8=4,000 (210-200)/200=5% (210-200)/4000=0.25% 

Call Option C 300 360 10,000 0.7 10,0000.7=7,000 (360-300)/300=20% (360-300)/7000=0.86% 

Total 600 680   11,900 13.33% 0.67% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.2. Question: A firm manages a hedge fund with several share classes, which are similarly 
invested but have a different base currency. The non-HKD share classes are systematically 
hedged in HKD in order to achieve a return similar to that of an investor in the HKD 
denominated share class.  Should the non-HKD share classes be included in the HKD 
denominated composite? 
 
Answer: No.  Although the returns are intended to be similar, even with perfect hedging there 
will be a difference in return equivalent to the cost (or benefit) of hedging. This cost (or benefit) 
of hedging caused by the interest rate differential between currencies is potentially significant 
over time. Composites must not include portfolio returns in different base currencies. The GIPS 
standards require that firms disclose the currency used to express performance. In cases where a 
composite contains portfolios with different base currencies, the firm must convert the individual 
portfolio values to the composite's base currency in order to calculate a composite return. In this 
situation including non-HKD share classes in the HKD denominated composite would not be 
appropriate.  
 
If a firm wishes to include each share class in the composite, the firm may convert the returns 
and assets for all of the share classes to HKD for inclusion in the composite; however, it is 
important to recognize that the act of hedging from different base currencies to HKD may create 
different investment strategies warranting more than one composite.     
 
Firms may also use the HKD share class as the proxy for the performance for the total fund; 
however, the composite assets must include all of the assets from all of the share classes.   
 
4.2.3 Question: For the weighting of individual portfolio returns within a composite, our policy 
is to take the portfolio values as of the end of the previous month (assuming they are equal to the 
value at the beginning of the current month). This suffices for all portfolios except for our hedge 
fund, because external cash flows are always booked in the hedge fund on the first day of the 

Should portfolios managed with discretionary leverage be allowed to be deleveraged for 
inclusion in composite performance?  Why or why not? 
 
Should portfolios managed with nondiscretionary leverage be allowed to be deleveraged 
for inclusion in composite performance?  Why or why not? 
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month due to the subscription/redemption timing. As a result, there may be a significant 
difference between the portfolio’s beginning value and the value after the first business day of 
the month. Can we incorporate the external cash flows in the portfolio weighting method? 
 
Answer: The GIPS standards require that composite returns must be calculated by asset 
weighting the individual portfolio returns using beginning-of-period values or a method that 
reflects both beginning-of-period values and external cash flows. The Guidance Statement on 
Calculation Methodology elaborates on three acceptable methods, which are: 

 Beginning Value-Weighted Method, 
 Beginning Value Plus Cash Flow-Weighted Method, and 
 Aggregate Return Method. 

 
In this situation, the Beginning Value Plus Cash Flow-Weighted Method may be used as one of 
the acceptable methods allowed by the GIPS standards.  Using this method would take into 
account the external cash flows occurring on the first day of the month.  
 
Firms must create a policy for weighting portfolios within a composite using any of the 3 
methods above and apply the policy to the composite consistently. 
  
4.2.4 Question: Our funds-of-funds have master-feeder structures and some composites include 
funds invested in other funds, which are also part of the firm. Additionally, a fund may invest in 
underlying funds, which belong to the same composite as the investor fund. How should we 
handle such cases for the purpose of calculating composite performance? 
 
Answer: The GIPS standards do not permit double-counting of assets when calculating 
composite assets and total firm assets. In the case of master-feeder structures with “cross 
investments”, elimination of double-counting of assets for the calculation of composite assets 
and total firm assets is required; When calculating portfolio returns, firms must reflect the actual 
investments of each portfolio.  Firms must not adjust the actual holdings to eliminate any cross 
investments for the calculation of portfolio and composite performance.  Firms should consider if 
it is appropriate to include these portfolios in the same composite where there is the double-
counting of assets.  If a firm would like to present portfolio or composite performance 
eliminating “cross-investments”, it is only permitted to be presented as supplemental 
information.   
 
Consider the following example for how to eliminate cross-investments for the calculation of 
performance: 

 Composite includes two funds: A and B 
 Fund A invests 50% of its value in fund B and 50% in other third-party funds. 
 Assume that the total return of Fund B and the third-party funds are 10% and 0%, 

respectively. 
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a) Scenario without elimination of double-counting: 
 

Fund 
Value at the beginning of period, 

USD millions Period return 

Fund A (invests 50% 
in fund B) 

100 5.00% 

Fund B 200 10.00% 

Composite 100+200=300 5%(100/300)+10%(200/300)=8.33% 

 
b) Scenario with elimination of double-counting: 
 

Fund 
Value at the beginning of period, 

USD millions Period return 

Fund A (invests 50% 
in fund B) 

100 5.00% 

- Contribution of fund B 
to fund A 

50 10.00% 

- Contribution of other 
funds to fund A 

50 0.00% 

Fund B 200 10.00% 

Composite 100+200-50=250 0%(50/250)+10%(200/250)=8.00% 

 
Firms are reminded that the example shown above is only allowed to be presented as 
supplemental information, and is prohibited to be included in a composite and presented in a 
compliant presentation as composite performance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3. Composite Construction 
 
4.3.1. Question: A firm has an offshore hedge fund that has four different share classes (A 
through D), each with their own investment management fee, which includes a performance-
based fee. Because of the different fee structures, each share class may have different net 
returns. Over 80% of the fund is invested in class A which is the oldest share class. The firm 
mostly markets to prospective clients that will invest in class A. The fund is the only portfolio in 
the composite. Can the compliant presentation include the net-of-fees return of class A since it is 
most applicable to the prospective client or must the firm present the net-of-fees return of the 
total pooled fund? Which net-of-fees return should a firm present if there are multiple series 
within share class A that were created to consider the different timing of new investors? 
 

Should firms be allowed to adjust portfolio and composite performance for the double 
counting of assets?  Alternatively, do you agree that firms should be prohibited from 
recalculating portfolio and composite performance to eliminate double-counted assets?  
Why or why not? 
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Answer: Firms have the following options when calculating net-of-fees returns that will be 
included in compliant presentations that are presented to prospective clients: 

 Calculate gross-of-fees returns and deduct the highest investment management fee rate of 
any individual share class in the fund to arrive at the net-of-fees return.   

 Calculate net-of-fees returns using all actual net-of-fees returns from all share classes and 
series.  

 
Different fund share classes are usually issued to differentiate between certain investor groups 
for tax reasons and/or to allow for different fee structures.  Firms may calculate gross-of-fees 
returns and apply the most applicable management fee to the prospective client, which in this 
instance, is the investment management fee from share class A and present it as additional 
information.  
 
Firms may also present gross-of-fees returns to a prospective client.  Additionally, whether 
presenting gross-of-fees or net-of-fees returns, firms must disclose the fee schedule appropriate 
to the compliant presentation.   
 
Firms may show returns from the different share classes or series as additional information.   
If there are multiple series within share class A, and the firm is presenting net-of-fees composite 
returns based on share class A, the firm should reduce the gross-of-fees return by the investment 
management fee from the oldest or initial series to reflect the performance a prospective client 
would have received had they been invested in that strategy since its inception. 
 
While a firm must disclose if model or actual fees are used to calculate net-of-fees returns, where 
net-of-fees returns are not straight forward and/or have multiple assumptions, additional 
disclosure about net-of-fees return calculations may be needed to ensure the principle of full 
disclosure is met.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3.2. Question: A firm manages a fund-of-hedge-funds. Subscriptions and redemptions in the 
underlying investee hedge funds can only be made at the beginning of month. As a result, cash 
paid in by investors in the fund-of-hedge-funds for subscriptions prior to the beginning of the 
next month is parked in a non-discretionary account because this cash cannot be invested 
effectively during the month of the cash flow. How should such external cash flows be treated in 
terms of discretion, performance calculation, and composite allocation? 

When presenting net-of-fees returns, firms are allowed to reduce gross-of-fees returns by 
the actual investment management fee incurred by each portfolio or a model fee.  The 
model fee must be the highest investment management fee incurred by portfolios in the 
composite.   
 
Should firms also be allowed to present net-of-fees returns that are reduced by a model 
fee which is the maximum investment management fee applicable to the prospective 
client, even if it is not the highest investment management fee that is incurred by 
portfolios in the composite?  Why or why not? 
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Answer: Some hedge funds only accept subscriptions and redemptions on a monthly or quarterly 
basis. Therefore, external cash flows occurring during the month would not be invested 
according to the investment strategy.  Including these contributions in the fund returns prior to 
their investment would not be appropriate.  
 
4.3.3 Question: If a hedge fund has a situation where there were 95% withdrawals in May and 
the manager took two months to liquidate 99% of the portfolio to pay the withdrawals, is it 
proper to exclude the hedge fund from the composite after April?  
 
Answer: The firm must first determine if and when the hedge fund is no longer considered 
discretionary.  When the firm has determined this, the firm must then follow the composite’s 
closed account exclusion policy.  In this case, if the firm determines that discretion ended in 
May, the fund must be excluded from the composite after April.  If the firm determines that the 
fund continued to be discretionary despite the large withdrawals, the firm must continue to 
include the fund in the composite.  Terminated portfolios must be included in the historical 
performance of the composite up to the last full measurement period that each portfolio was 
under management.  
 
4.4. Presentation and disclosure 
 
4.4.1. Question: We manage hedge funds with complex fee structures which we normally do not 
disclose to the general public. Instead we provide individual investors with tailored fee quotes. 
Do we have to provide the fee schedule in the compliant presentations? 
 
Answer: Yes. The GIPS standards require that firms must disclose the fee schedule appropriate 
to the compliant presentation. The GIPS standards define fee schedule as the firm’s current 
schedule of investment management fees or bundled fees relevant to the particular compliant 
presentation. This schedule is typically listed by asset level ranges and must be appropriate to the 
prospective client receiving the compliant presentation. A firm may tailor the investment 
management fee disclosure to the individual prospective client.   
 
If the firm does not provide a tailored compliant presentation to each prospective client, the firm 
must disclose a standard fee schedule and may state that fees for individual clients are subject to 
negotiation and may deviate from the standard fees. 
 
 


